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Abstract: This study presents a development plan for a vision AI system to enhance productivity in
industrial environments, where environmental control is challenging, by using AI technology. An image
pre-processing algorithm was developed using a mobile robot that can operate in complex environments
alongside workers to obtain high-quality learning and inspection images. Additionally, the proposed
architecture for sustainable AI system development included cropping the inspection part images to
minimize the technology development time, investment costs, and the reuse of images. The algorithm
was retrained using mixed learning data to maintain and improve its performance in industrial fields.
This AI system development architecture effectively addresses the challenges faced in applying AI
technology at industrial sites and was demonstrated through experimentation and application.

Keywords: vision AI; industrial sites; AI technology; image pre-processing; mobile robot; sustainable
AI system

1. Introduction

In recent years, extensive research has been conducted on the development of ma-
chine vision technology for product quality and work-ability improvement in industrial
fields [1,2]. The rapid development of deep learning technology has enabled us to perform
quality inspections on products with a diversity and complexity that was difficult to achieve
in the past. However, the implementation of deep learning technology enables quality
inspection primarily on small unit parts that can obtain relatively high-quality inspection
images in an extremely limited environment. However, it is challenging to implement an
inspection system using deep learning technology in an industrial environment where it is
difficult to obtain high-quality images due to the structural diversity and frequent environ-
mental changes, such as the assembly process of automobile manufacturing plants. Over
70% of automobile manufacturing plants use automated systems for assembly. However,
parts such as wiring and connectors, which are difficult to automate due to their flexibility
and versatility, still depend on manual assembly. Due to the structural characteristics of
automobiles, during the assembly of parts, the next assembly part covers the previous
assembly part, making it impossible to detect assembly defects through visual inspection
using the human eye in the next process. If defects and omissions are detected through
electrical inspection after the vehicle is assembled, the parts must then be disassembled
in the reverse order to rectify these assembly defects, which involves considerable time
and cost. Additionally, defective assembly of fixing clips, bolts, nuts, and so on cannot
be detected electronically due to field claims such as vibration and noise produced while
driving a vehicle. Recently, there has been a shift in the assembly process from the conveyor
method to a cellular production method that is efficient for the small-volume production of
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multiple vehicles and options. The cellular method enables the assembly of up to five times
more parts than conventional conveyors within a single process. This has increased the
probability of parts assembly omission as well as erroneous assembly by workers, and has
also increased the cost of poor assembly quality. Therefore, it is crucial to develop a new
visual inspection system technology for real-time image acquisition and assembly defect
detection after manual assembly by workers in an environment where it is difficult to
obtain high-quality images in real-time. Two factors must be considered for real-time visual
inspection in the manual assembly processes. Firstly, images must be obtained in real-time
by collaborating with workers. Secondly, a visual inspection algorithm must be developed
to detect assembly defects using the obtained images.

1.1. Image Acquisition Device

It is difficult to control lighting and environmental changes during manual assem-
bly processes in the automobile industry, unlike small parts inspections. Furthermore,
the mixed production of multiple vehicle models presents difficulties in image acquisition
due to frequent changes in the inspection items. Therefore, highly mobile robots and
manipulators with excellent flexibility are necessary for image acquisition in automobile
manual assembly processes. Additionally, a device with high safety standards, obstacle
avoidance, and excellent mobility that can be operated by workers must be developed.
Various commercial devices have been implemented for image acquisition, but it is difficult
to find a suitable device for manual assembly processes in the automobile industry. More-
over, it is challenging to acquire images inside the vehicle with a fixed camera. Although a
360-degree camera can be installed inside the vehicle before assembly to capture images,
it is not suitable for inspection purposes due to low image resolution. Wearable glasses
produce low-quality images due to shaking, and drones are not applicable due to safety
and noise issues. A device must be developed that can collaborate flexibly with workers
in automobile manual assembly processes and acquire high-quality image data through
stability, obstacle avoidance, and excellent mobility.

1.2. Vision Inspection Algorithm Development

When a new car is introduced into a car production plant, the car body, color, and parts
are changed. For approximately 100 days after the production of the vehicle, there are
several defective parts assemblies due to the inexperience of the workers. After 100 days,
the skill level of the operator improves, and the number of assembly defects is drastically
reduced. Therefore, an assembly defect inspection system must be established at the initial
stage of the production of new cars. However, the effect of implementing the existing rule-
based visual inspection system is insufficient since an engineer requires at least six months
to develop the visual inspection algorithm corresponding to the parts to be assembled in
a new car. Several attempts are being made to apply deep learning technology to reduce
the development period of the rule-based algorithm [3]. However, deep learning vision
technology also requires high-quality learning data to develop new car assembly inspection
algorithms. It takes more than 100 days to acquire the normal and defective data required
for deep learning algorithm learning, due to which the visual inspection of assembly parts
in the early stages of new car production is impossible, similar to the existing rule-based
vision system. In this study, we propose a solution for the manual process, such as car
assembly in the production plant, where it is difficult to implement the existing visual
inspection system due to environmental changes and inspection item modifications. Our
proposed solution includes a mobile robot suitable for image acquisition and a method for
developing AI algorithms that can reduce the development period. We also demonstrate
the performance of our proposed solution.

2. Related Works

Deep learning technology has been reported to outperform conventional rule-based
visual inspection systems in detecting various types of assembly defects and conducting
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quality inspections in complex industrial settings [4–6]. However, high-quality training
images are required to improve the performance of deep learning-based inspection systems.
Most studies conducted on deep learning technology have been implemented on small-
scale inspection targets with limited variation under controlled lighting and environmental
conditions. In several industrial settings, it is difficult to obtain high-quality training images
due to uncontrolled lighting and environmental conditions, along with frequent changes
in the inspection targets, making it difficult to acquire sufficient training data. Previous
studies have attempted to implement image acquisition and deep learning inspection
under conditions similar to those of actual industrial sites. In Wang’s study, assembly
workers directly used wearable lenses and headsets to acquire images. The time required
to capture the part images was set by using the worker’s position and gaze information [7].
The evaluation results demonstrated that the system accuracy was low, at 85%. This was
because even in a laboratory environment where the lighting conditions were consistent,
there were image variations based on the distance and angle at which the worker captured
the image. In Mazzetto’s study, deep learning technology was implemented to inspect
the surface treatment quality of automobile assembly parts. After sufficient training data
were obtained, deep learning technology showed superior inspection performance when
compared to the existing rule-based visual inspection method [3]. However, the inspection
algorithm was only limited to the surface inspection of brake pedal parts that did not
change when a new vehicle was released, and it was developed only after obtaining
sufficient training data. Research is being conducted to address the challenge of obtaining
sufficient data in industrial settings. The data acquired in actual industrial settings are
small in quantity, but there is a significant difference in the OK and NG ratios. In the case
of manual assembly processes for automobiles, data acquisition can be performed with
an OK rate of 99% and an NG rate of 1%. Therefore, NG items must be created arbitrarily
to acquire sufficient training data within a short period. This involves substantial time
and cost. The one-class neural-network method, a type of semi-supervised learning, has
been proposed to address this issue. This method learns using only a small number of
normal images and detects samples that differ from the normal samples as outliers [8].
However, uncontrollable environments such as lighting can cause severe image variations
due to image exposure. In the case of automobile parts comprising flexible cables and
connectors, the position of the cable varies even in normal images, along with the position
of the surrounding parts. Therefore, it is difficult to determine the boundary between
bad and normal images. Even if an appropriate boundary is set, it frequently changes
due to the rapidly changing environmental conditions, resulting in decreased inspection
accuracy and increased maintenance costs. Therefore, a system must be developed that
can acquire and inspect images under conditions where it is difficult to secure learning
data of sufficient quality due to frequent changes in the inspection parts at industrial sites.
Additionally, the high time and cost requirements for repeatedly maintaining detection
algorithms due to frequent changes in the inspection items make it difficult to implement
deep learning technology. In actual industrial sites, developing and implementing a
deep learning inspection system can be challenging owing to the high cost required for
the development and maintenance of the inspection system. In this study, we present
a development methodology for a deep learning visual inspection system that can be
implemented in an actual industrial field. First, image acquisition and pre-processing
techniques using mobile robots acquire high-quality image data required to train the deep
learning algorithms. Second, we propose a method to improve the performance of deep
learning algorithms by using a small amount of data that can be acquired within a short
period of time in actual industrial sites. Third, we propose a deep learning algorithm
for the re-learning method to respond to frequent changes in the inspection parts and
environmental conditions in industrial sites and to maintain the detection performance.
Finally, the proposed technology is demonstrated through empirical evaluation.
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3. Proposal Method

In this study, we propose a methodology to develop visual AI technology that enables
the effective inspection of assembly defects in automobile production from the early stages,
using mobile robot technology for image acquisition. We focus on the development process
and system architecture to create a visual AI inspection system capable of accurately
detecting incorrect parts assembly by workers in the manual assembly process of an
automobile manufacturing plant, as illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Flowchart of the proposed AI system for industrial site inspection.

We propose a new system to overcome the difficulties faced in implementing visual
AI inspection in industrial settings, as depicted in Figure 2. Based on a standard visual AI
inspection framework, this enhanced system additionally compensates for the variation in
the images acquired by mobile robots due to changes in the industrial environment ( 1 ),
and utilizes this information to crop specific component images ( 2 ) to generate optimized
images that are crucial for assessing the assembly quality. Since automobile production facil-
ities use more than 100 different components, each assembled in unique ways, the efficiency
of visual AI inspections must be enhanced by individually applying tailored algorithms for
each component ( 3 ), rather than employing a single generic algorithm. This methodology
enables the straightforward reuse of algorithms for similar parts upon the introduction
of new vehicle models or the application of simple transfer learning, thereby enhancing
the operational management efficiency. From an operational perspective in industrial
settings, we propose introducing an ’inspection error (NA)’ category in deep learning
image classification ( 4 ) beyond the conventional OK/NG criteria to mitigate productivity
loss due to pseudo-defects and prevent the leakage of assembly defects. This raises the
benchmark and requires operator verification when the criteria are not met, enabling the
system to be operational even before sufficient training data have been accumulated. The in-
spection error images selected by the operators ( 5 ) can then be used as evaluation data
for algorithm retraining, which streamlines the algorithm assessment and improvement
process. A separate system must be established to maintain and manage the algorithm
performance in case environmental changes in the industrial site cause variations in the
mobile robot’s positioning, potentially degrading the performance of pre-set detection
algorithms ( 6 – 12 ), as suggested in Figure 1. This involves calculating the variance in the
images during the cropping process, extracting a T-Matrix ( 7 ) through feature detection
and matching ( 6 ), and storing the T-Matrix for each robot position ( 8 ) to calculate the
range of variance. By employing this approach in deep learning algorithms, it enhances
the algorithm performance through image augmentation techniques ( 9 ), utilizing the
T-Matrix to define the range of variance within which the robot can acquire images, thus
improving the detection algorithm performance. This strategy maintains and enhances the
algorithm performance ( 10 ), enables the development of new algorithms through retrain-
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ing ( 11 ), and uses evaluation data created by operator selection processes to compare and
evaluate the performance of old and new algorithms, facilitating algorithm replacement if
necessary ( 12 ). This approach ensures the continuous improvement in and maintenance of
the algorithm performance.

Figure 2. Integrated vision AI inspection system flowchart for quality testing in industrial environments.

4. Detailed Proposed Technology and Test Results
4.1. Acquisition of High-Quality Deep Learning and Inspection Data

In environments such as the manual assembly process in car production factories,
which are narrow and complex, and where obstacles like bolts and nuts exist, a visual
acquisition device must be developed that can acquire images in real-time and in the
same space as the operator. In this study, we utilized a Boston Dynamics’ (Waltham,
MA, USA) four-legged robot, called SPOT, which has a relatively small body and the
ability to move through narrow spaces with its four-legged walking system, as well as
the self-SLAM technology that enables it to avoid obstacles. Additionally, the 4K camera
attached to the SPOT package’s seven-axis robot arm enables the easy acquisition of the
part images [9]. However, due to the characteristics of the four-legged walking system,
the repeated positioning accuracy exhibits a deviation of more than ±200 mm from the
body base; there is also deviation when acquiring images using the camera attached to the
arm. This is a common problem with all mobile robots used in industrial sites, and it can
degrade the quality of the data, thereby affecting the performance of AI inspection. Unlike
stationary robots that employ positional constraints, mobile robots utilizing methods such
as visual SLAM can experience location errors ranging from 10 cm to 1 m. This variation in
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the positioning accuracy further complicates data acquisition and can significantly impact
the effectiveness of AI-based inspections. Therefore, a solution must be developed to
address this issue.

4.1.1. Landmark (Fiducial Mark) Centering Technique for Improving the Repeat
Positioning Accuracy of SPOT

The SPOT robot uses five ToF cameras on its body for visual SLAM-based position
movement. However, the reference vehicle moves using an AGV or conveyor for compo-
nent imaging, causing position dispersion. Furthermore, the characteristics of quadrupedal
walking result in poor repeat positioning accuracy with errors of over ±200 mm, as shown
in Figure 3a. To address this problem, short-range communication devices, such as UWB
technology, have been used to improve the repeat positioning accuracy in the industrial
field [10,11]. However, this method incurs additional costs for installing infrastructure such
as UWB transceivers in the surrounding environment, as well as AGV or vehicle attachment
and removal of UWB. The location accuracy may also be reduced in environments such
as car factory structures that can cause wireless signal fading. In this study, a landmark
(Fiducial Mark) was attached to the AGV to consider the characteristics of the industrial
field and minimize investment costs, which serves as the reference for position movement.
A vertical reference point was specified between the SPOT body and the F-Mark to align
the body accurately. This method does not require additional modification or cost even
when the process changes or when new vehicles are introduced, as only the F-Mark must
be attached without requiring additional infrastructure installation. Using this proposed
method, the SPOT robot utilizes its front-facing camera to recognize the size of the attached
F-Mark and measures its size and angle upon reaching the inspection site, as depicted in
Figure 3b. By centering the SPOT body to be perpendicular to the F-Mark and adjusting
the pre-set distance values, the positional error was reduced from ±200 mm to as low as
±14 mm. However, even if the error of the SPOT body is small, the positional error of the
camera at the end of the arm that acquires the image accumulates based on the arm pose,
causing a large deviation in the acquired image.

Figure 3. Improvement in repeat positioning accuracy with the centering technique using the
Fiducial Mark.

4.1.2. Automatic Correction Algorithm for Image Matching Deviation Caused by
Positional Precision Error

Additional hardware improvements to increase the positional accuracy would require
excessive cost and time to reduce the deviation in the images acquired from the mobile
robot or arm. In the industrial field, there is a trade-off between performance improvement
and cost; therefore, an appropriate performance improvement method must be developed.
In this study, we propose a visual software algorithm that can correct image deviation with
relatively low investment cost. We used the speeded-up robust feature (SURF) algorithm to
detect feature points between the first image and the repeatedly acquired images, and cor-
rected the deviation using affine, projective, and other transformation techniques [12,13].
However, during feature point detection, there were problems with recognizing the back-
ground as a feature point instead of the inspection area, or recognizing parts incorrectly
installed as the same feature point, resulting in degraded performance, as shown in Figure 4
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(top). To address this issue, we limited the feature point search area to the vehicle body,
as shown in Figure 4 (bottom). This prevents the recognition of the background as a feature
point outside the vehicle body. Additionally, the image-matching performance is improved
by masking the part area and excluding it from the search area to prevent the recognition
of incorrect feature points when parts are installed incorrectly.

argmax (x, y) ∈ R ∩M ∑ i, jHijLσ(x + i, y + j) (1)

argmax (x, y) ∈ M ∑ i, jHijLσ(x + i, y + j) (2)

argmax (x, y) ∈ I ∑ i, jHijLσ(x + i, y + j) (3)

Figure 4. (a) Image registration and cropping using the proposed algorithm, (b) quality scoring of
cropped images, (c) changes in AI accuracy according to cropped image quality.

Equation (1) is used to detect features within the intersection of the search area speci-
fied by the reference image’s feature search area, R, and the image mask, M, that includes
the areas outside the feature search area. Hij represents the Gaussian kernel used in the
Harris corner detector, and Lσ(x + i, y + j) represents the result of differentiation and
smoothing using the image’s Rob operator with a Gaussian filter. (x + i, y + j) represents
the position of the kernel. Conversely, there are two ways to perform a feature search
on a newly acquired image. If the image distortion is small, Equation (2) can be used,
which utilizes the image mask, M, that includes the areas outside the feature search area.
In this case, the area for feature detection is reduced since the same image masking area is
included, resulting in an increase in the speed. However, it was observed that the accuracy
of feature detection decreases with the increase in the image distortion. This is because
the difference between the reference image and the masked area caused by the image
distortion is severe. To improve this, I represents the entire area of the newly acquired
image, enabling the feature search area to be assigned without a separate mask, as shown
in Equation (3). This improves the alignment performance. However, it was also observed
that the expansion of the search area increases the time required by approximately 30%.
Therefore, Equation (2) must be used when the image distortion is small, and Equation (3)
must be used appropriately when the distortion is significant. Consequently, only the
feature points of the vehicle body that do not change before and after mounting the parts
were detected, as shown in Figure 5; further, the image registration algorithms can be
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implemented through the image conversion methods, affine and Projective Transform,
using the feature points between the two detected images [14]. The inspection image of the
part was extracted from the registered image by using the ROI coordinates of the part set
in the initially acquired image of SPOT, and high-quality learning data necessary for AI
algorithm development could be obtained, as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Evaluation of SURF algorithm performance with mixed image search area and image search
exclusion area.

4.2. Image Pre-Processing Strategy for Minimizing Lighting Changes Caused by
Environmental Variations

Lighting control is possible for small parts, but it is difficult to control lighting in
automobile assembly processes due to the large size of the vehicle. Frequent changes
in illumination occur due to the inability to control lighting. Additionally, the camera
shooting angle changes due to the positional deviation of the mobile robot during image
acquisition, causing variations in the gain, exposure, brightness, gamma, and other image
features. Contrast changes in the image can degrade the performance of feature point
detection through image comparison. Furthermore, changes in the brightness can cause
excessive variations at the edges of the image, causing the performance degradation of the
CNN network. To address these issues, an algorithm was applied to match the histogram
of the acquired image to that of the initial reference image, thereby compensating for
overexposure and brightness changes in the image [15,16].

The formula for matching each pixel value, pnew(i, j), in the new image, Inew, to the
histogram of the reference image, Ire f , as shown in Figure 6, is given as follows:

pnew(i, j) =
L−1

∑
k=0

hre f (k)
hnew(k)

·

max(0, min(pmax
new , k +

pmax
new
L
− pnew(i, j)))

Here, hre f (k) and hnew(k) represent the histograms of Ire f and Inew, respectively. L
denotes the range of pixel values and pmax

new denotes the maximum pixel value of Inew. This
formula matches the histogram of Inew to that of Ire f , thereby improving the contrast of
Inew. In software-based image processing after image acquisition, the original image is
fixed and the range for change is set. Registration cannot be performed if there is a large
difference from the original image. To solve this problem, it is more effective to acquire
an image similar to the initially acquired image while changing the camera parameters
during image acquisition. However, this is not suitable for automobile production plants
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where production cycle time is important since image acquisition time increases. Therefore,
the operating time must be considered when developing a system in an industrial setting.

Figure 6. Image brightness correction using histogram matching algorithm.

4.3. Development Plan for Vision-Based AI Algorithms Enabling Maintenance and
Continuous Management

In the manual assembly process of an automobile manufacturing plant, the new vehi-
cle release cycle is fast, due to which the parts subject to inspection are frequently changed.
Therefore, the cost of developing an inspection algorithm is high, and it is crucial to reduce
the development period for inspection from the beginning of production. Additionally,
several algorithms must be developed that can inspect a large number of parts due to mixed
production, and excessive costs are incurred to maintain the performance. To effectively ap-
ply AI technology at industrial sites such as automobile manufacturing plants, maintaining
appropriate development costs and reducing the development period are critical issues.
In industrial settings, excessive investment costs are incurred for the re-development of al-
gorithms when changing the inspection targets, and there are often cases where equipment
is unused because it does not satisfy the required detection performance. Consequently,
AI algorithms have a negative perception. In this study, we propose a development plan
that can reduce the cost of developing multiple algorithms and drastically reduce the
development period to effectively implement AI algorithms in industrial sites.

4.3.1. Cropping Technique to Reduce Learning Data Acquisition Time

The period for acquiring the training images must be reduced to reduce the develop-
ment period of the deep learning algorithm. However, in industrial settings where product
change cycles are fast, it is practically impossible to acquire learning images within a short
period. Therefore, a method must be developed to acquire learning data within a short
period. In this study, we aimed to maximize the reuse of learning data even when the
product changes. Specifically, image pre-processing was performed to crop the inspection
parts as large as possible, to exclude the highly variable vehicle structure and color from the
images. This ensures that learning and inspection images can be reused even if the vehicle
is changed during automobile production. Thus, even if the vehicle is changed, since the
structure of parts such as the wiring, clips, connectors, and bolts assembled in the vehicle
is similar, a deep learning inspection algorithm can be developed by using the learning
data collected from previous vehicles. Figure 7 shows that visual inspection can be applied
quickly during new car production by using the deep learning algorithm created for the
previous car since the type of clip used for fixing the wiring is similar. Moreover, since
the learning data are continuously accumulated and diversity is secured, the performance
of the algorithm can be continuously upgraded. To verify this, when launching a new
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car with a similar but not the same part type, a short algorithm development test was
conducted through transfer learning after securing the minimum quantity of data for the
new parts that are similar. The detection performance decreases when performing deep
learning with only a small number of new part images of less than 20, as shown in Figure 8.
However, the results of transfer learning using the existing algorithm of similar parts
exhibit higher accuracy.

Figure 7. Inspection part unit cropping images for reuse of car assembly part types and learning images.

Figure 8. Comparison of results between training from scratch and transfer learning using OK
(20 images) and NG (20 images) training data with the resnet101 model.

4.3.2. Minimizing the Development Period and Investment Cost of Algorithm
Development Plan

Deep learning techniques are broadly classified into three categories, based on their
detection performance and resource utilization: image classification, object detection,
and segmentation [17]. The accuracy of the analysis increases in the order of classification,
object detection, and segmentation, but the processing resources required also increase
with the increase in the amount of data to be processed. Additionally, as the accuracy
increases, the cost and labeling period for the training data also increase, which are crucial
issues in industrial sites where there are frequent changes in the inspection items. Extensive
research is being conducted on auto-labeling to address this issue [18–20]. Although this
demonstrates a certain level of performance that can be achieved in industrial sites, separate
confirmation is required since even one or two mislabeled data points can significantly
impact the algorithm’s performance. In this study, classification was applied to the data
format used in manual assembly processes for inspecting the automobile parts, considering
cost and data acquisition time. Since the classification technique exhibits a lower accuracy
than other techniques, it must be improved. To improve the inspection accuracy, we focused
on implementing image pre-processing algorithms that can obtain high-quality images and
improve the algorithm performance.
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4.4. Automation Technology for Maintaining the Performance of AI Algorithms
4.4.1. Automatic Image Augmentation Technology That Accounts for Deviation in Mobile
Robot’s Shooting Position

The image augmentation technique involves creating new data by appropriately
transforming the original image during CNN deep learning training. It is effective in
making the model robust when there is insufficient training data, and is important to
improve the performance of deep learning algorithms [21,22]. When acquiring images using
a mobile robot in an automobile assembly process, the range of image acquisition deviations
caused by robot position errors can be statistically calculated. Using the calculated image
deviation range value, the image augmentation range can be specified during deep learning
training. Thus, the image can be augmented within the same range as the image deviation
that can occur due to the positional error of the mobile robot.

Therefore, learning data with the same range of deviation as that of the inspection
image can be additionally created, thereby improving the detection performance of the
deep learning algorithm. Additionally, it is very effective at maintaining the algorithm
performance when the error range changes due to environmental changes and robot
deterioration since the algorithm can be automatically re-learned within the calculated
deviation range for a certain period of time without the need for an engineer. The T-Matrix
value of the image deviation information measured in the image error registration SW of
Figure 1 is stored. The image acquisition deviation range for each robot position can be
calculated as shown in Figure 9. It can be observed that the deviation of the error caused
by the different position of the robot and the different pose of the arm for part shooting
is different. Essentially, when training the deep learning algorithm using different robot
position deviations for each part shooting position, an appropriate image augmentation
value for each position can be used as shown in Figure 10. This method can prevent the
degradation of the algorithm performance by learning with an image that is completely
different from the inspection image during algorithm learning. Additionally, the error
range analyzed by the image error registration software can be automatically parameterized
for image augmentation without the intervention of an engineer.

Figure 9. For each set of 100 images captured by the robot at each position, T-Matrix can be used to
extract the range of augmentations.

Figure 10. Using the range of image deviation caused by robot position errors as image augmenta-
tion parameters.

To verify the effectiveness of the image augmentation technique using T-Matrix values,
we compared the results of learning with parameters set by engineers to the results of
learning with parameters set automatically using the T-Matrix values. The results indicated
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equivalent algorithm performance, as shown in Figure 11. Conversely, we observed
that the algorithm’s performance deteriorated when the image was augmented with a
difference of ±5% or more from the error range for each robot position. This implies that
incorrect parameter settings by engineers during deep learning can degrade the algorithm
performance, and there is a high possibility of algorithm performance deviation based
on the engineer’s ability. Additionally, maintenance costs can be minimized because the
system can automatically learn the algorithm’s performance despite environmental changes
or robot deterioration, without requiring an engineer.

Figure 11. Comparison graph of learning accuracy for each representative network according to
image augmentation error range of ±5%, T-Matrix (auto), and engineer’s experience level.

4.4.2. Automatic Data Acquisition Method for Re-Learning AI Algorithms

It is difficult to implement the AI vision inspection system in the industrial field
because the performance of the algorithm deteriorates due to changes in the inspection
environment. When the algorithm performance degrades, it is essential to manage per-
formance through algorithm re-learning immediately. However, it is difficult to maintain
the performance of the algorithm owing to the high time and cost requirements incurred
during the labeling task to transform the acquired data into learning data. Essentially,
an automatic data labeling method is required to maintain algorithm performance for the
implementation of AI technology in industrial sites. In this study, a classification score
was used to automatically label the acquired data. To automatically secure the re-learning
data, the cross entropy score value was set as high as possible in the Softmax step of the
image classification process to ensure that it was OK, as shown in Figure 1. The OK data
is automatically classified without operator intervention, and NG and NA, which require
operator correction, can be labeled as data by clicking through a GUI that enables the
operator to determine whether it is OK, NG, or NA.

4.5. Industrial Field AI Algorithm Development Plan

To improve the performance of deep learning algorithms, obtaining sufficient-quality
training data is the most important aspect. However, obtaining sufficient learning data
for developing vision AI algorithms within a short period that corresponds to the time
of product production in industrial settings such as automobile assembly processes is
extremely challenging. Since adequate data cannot be used when developing AI algorithms
in industrial settings, a method must be developed to satisfy the algorithm’s performance
requirements using only a small amount of data that can be initially acquired. Acquiring
learning data in industrial settings is very difficult, as mentioned earlier, and problems can
arise due to the imbalance of the OK and NG data. The anomaly detection technique is
being analyzed to solve this problem; however, it is still inadequate for implementation in
industrial settings with diverse inspection images. In this study, we developed algorithms
with various combinations of similar or different part images to improve the AI algorithm
performance using a small amount of data, as shown in Figure 12. By selecting and using
the inspection algorithm for parts with high accuracy among the developed algorithms,
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a high-performance detection algorithm was developed within a short period using only a
small amount of learning data. To improve the algorithm detection performance, a large
amount of learning data with diversity must be obtained. However, the best and easiest
way to increase the diversity and accuracy of learning data is to mix between automobile
parts to reduce the variance and bias, which is practically impossible to achieve under
industrial settings.

Figure 12. Create categories of similar parts, repeatedly learn with mixed categories, evaluate the
accuracy of each part, and use the algorithm of the part with the highest performance.

The Boosting technique is one of the methods that can be used to solve the gen-
eralization problem of machine learning algorithms. Boosting assigns more weight to
misclassified samples from previous training results on the same data to predict more
accurate results [23,24]. However, Boosting has dependencies between data and network
models, requiring various tuning operations to achieve the optimal performance. Con-
versely, the proposed learning method is very simple and intuitive, making it easy to use
in industrial automation systems. Additionally, mixing similar parts of data can increase
the generalization performance while reducing the variance and bias by increasing the
diversity and quantity of the training data. This algorithm takes three primary inputs:
the total number of car parts (N), an accuracy threshold (t) for effective model evaluation,
and the number of iterations (I) to refine the models through repeated training. The output
obtained is the trained models (M) for each car part that satisfy the accuracy threshold.
The core process includes initializing a tracking table (T), selecting random subsets of parts
for model training, comparing their accuracy against t, and iterating until the most accurate
algorithms for each part are identified. After randomly mixing inspection part images as
shown in Algorithm 1 and training the model, only the parts with high inspection accuracy
are used in the AI algorithm. For parts with low accuracy, the algorithm is retrained using
a different mix of parts until the inspection accuracy is sufficiently high to be used in the
AI algorithm. Using this method, we were able to improve the performance of the AI
algorithm with minimal data and resources within a short period. Using the proposed AI
algorithm development method, the results of training on the same data, same network
model, and same parameter setting presents higher accuracy than training for a single
part, as shown in Figure 13. In particular, applying the category technique to parts with an
accuracy of 0.5 or less increased the accuracy to 0.9 or higher.
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Figure 13. Performance improvement in algorithms through finding optimal AI algorithm by
proposed similar part mixing.

Algorithm 1. Finding optimal algorithm for car parts

Input: Number of car parts N, accuracy threshold t, number of iterations I.
Output: Trained models M for each part.
1: Initialize an empty table T to store the part number, algorithm number, and accuracy.
2: for i← 1 to I do
3: for j← 2 to N do
4: Randomly select j parts to form a training dataset.
5: Train a model Mj on the training dataset.
6: for each part p in the j parts do
7: Evaluate the model Mj on the test dataset FOR part p.
8: if the accuracy of Mj for part p is above the threshold t then
9: Store the part number, algorithm number, and accuracy in the table T.

10: end if
11: end for
12: end for
13: end for
14: Group the parts by the algorithm number that achieved the highest accuracy for each part.
15: Save the trained model for each part and its corresponding algorithm number.
16: Display the table, T, with part numbers, algorithm numbers, and accuracies.

5. AI System Empirical Evaluation

In this study, we present the development and application of a vision AI system that
can acquire images of the assembly process and inspect assembly defects using a vision
AI algorithm, by utilizing the mobile robot ‘SPOT’. This robot can operate in conjunction
with workers on the manual assembly lines of automobile manufacturing plants. In previ-
ous studies, there was no device capable of acquiring images while operating alongside
workers, and developing a solution to inspect dozens of assembly parts incurred excessive
costs. Furthermore, high maintenance expenses post-system-implementation presented
challenges for mass production. This paper addresses and resolves these issues. Currently,
the system is being applied and operated in the prototype phase 1 process at the Singapore
plant of Hyundai Motors, where it has successfully identified multiple instances of defects
caused by the assembly mistakes of inexperienced workers at the initial stages of vehicle
production in real-time. Additionally, this paper proposes a method for the continuous
automatic collection of training data to address the lack of training data during the initial
development phase. Consequently, while the average performance of the algorithm for
39 parts was initially 88%, continuous data collection and the proposed algorithm learning
method have enhanced the performance to 97.4%.
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6. Future Work

Several studies have been conducted on the application of AI technology in vari-
ous industries. However, most of these studies approach technology development under
the assumption that AI can solve everything, and this presents a major obstacle to im-
plementing AI technology in industrial applications. To implement AI technology for
improving industrial productivity, it is important to develop good deep learning networks
as well as to collect training data, improve algorithm detection performance in constrained
environments, maintain algorithms, and reduce the time and cost. If AI algorithms are
implemented in industrial fields without such strategies, there is a high risk of failure due
to real problems. Research is currently being conducted to obtain training data using 3D
data because it is difficult to obtain training data at industrial sites; however, this approach
is impractical [25,26]. Therefore, more realistic solutions must be developed. To enable
the widespread application of AI technology in industrial fields, continuous research is
required to realistically reduce the costs of developing and maintaining AI technology.

7. Conclusions

This paper analyzed the problems of industrial sites where the sustainable application
of a visual AI inspection system was difficult due to frequent changes in the environmental
conditions and inspection targets, and developed technologies to solve these problems.
We developed image acquisition technology using the mobile robot SPOT to obtain high-
quality learning data and inspection images for the real-time visual inspection of the manual
assembly process of automobiles. We proposed an AI system development architecture
that could be effectively applied to industrial sites. We also improved the development of
AI inspection algorithms by applying technologies to reduce the learning data acquisition
period, save investment costs, improve algorithm performance, and automate the algo-
rithm maintenance. This helped in drastically reducing the existing problems. In particular,
the similarity of vehicle parts was used to develop the algorithm for new B-vehicle parts by
utilizing the algorithm developed for A-vehicle parts, as shown in Figure 14. If the new
B-vehicle parts were identical to the A-vehicle parts, the inspection could be performed
using the A-vehicle part algorithm. If the new B-vehicle parts were not identical to the
A-vehicle parts but similar, the development period of the algorithm could be reduced
by transferring the learning of the B-vehicle parts to the A-vehicle part algorithm. Conse-
quently, a vision AI system with the required detection performance during the early stages
of production could be applied to detect assembly defects. Furthermore, it was possible to
detect many defects caused by the low skill level of workers during the initial production
of new cars in automobile production factories, which could significantly improve the
quality of automobile assembly. Lastly, the effective AI technology development method
proposed in this study will serve as a useful guide for the implementation of AI technology
in industrial sites.

Figure 14. Algorithm development is shortened through transfer learning with same/similar part
algorithms and AI algorithm improvement through continuous accumulation of automobile assembly
part image data.
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